After the Action Teams have completed their posters at the week 2 meeting, hang the posters up somewhere that the entire staff (& other stakeholders) can view them.

• Leave post-its out & encourage staff to read the tactic, read the question; read the Action Team’s ideas; then use the sticky-notes to add to the poster.

• When the Action Teams come back together for the Week 3 meeting, they will have more input to help them develop their plans.
  o This also allows everyone on staff to have an opportunity to give input towards the plans. Hopefully this & other forms of communication will help to promote buy-in from the staff. 😊
  o Since Action Teams have had more in-depth conversations on the tactic, they will be able to decide whether or not to use the new information.

Hopes & Dreams Poster: Tactic 1: [write here]

The question: What do we want to see going on at this site in 3-4 years as a result of this tactic?

Ideas discussed at the Action Team meeting will be written all over the poster.